
 
 

 
Due to roadworks and other circumstances, there are a number of changes to the 
runner and car routes. This document shows all changes to the routes compared to the 
(physical) route booklet. These changes are leading and take precedence over the 
information mentioned in the route booklet. The completely correct representation of 
the route and times can be found in the online participants’ booklet 
info.batavierenrace.nl and on our website batavierenrace.nl. 
 
To avoid misunderstandings, it is wise to include ALL errata in the route booklet. Write 
down clearly in the route booklet what has changed to the route! Do this not only for the 
night, but also for the morning and afternoon stages! Experience shows that this is 
forgotten otherwise. So don't forget to write the errata throughout the route. Moreover, 
we recommend using the online participants' booklet as much as possible! 
 
Bold text shows the change, the other route notes are for reference of place in the route 
booklet. 

Page 16, stage 7: 

Km.. Route indication Extra information 

- After the R.P., take the grass down the slope. Beware: dangerous and 
unpaved 

0,1 Take the road to the right, under the bridge Beware of vans 

0,1 After the bridge, turn right and go up the slope 
again 

 

0,1 Continue along the parking lot  

- Cross the road to the bicycle path Oraniendeich 

- Turn right onto the bicycle path Oraniendeich 

0,1 At the traffic lights, turn right Oraniendeich 

- Go on the bicyle path, cross the Rhine Bridge  

 
 
Page 21, stage 11  

Km.. Route indication Extra information 

0,4 Straight ahead at the side street, follow bicycle path 
 

0,1 Cross the roundabout, turn right onto the bicyle path 
 

0,2 Cross the verge left onto the parallel street Markenweg 

https://info.batavierenrace.nl/
https://www.batavierenrace.nl/


 

0,3 Follow the road Valutaweg 

0,2 Turn right Lireweg 

0,1 Turn right  

-  The R.P. is situated after the turn Euroweg 

 
Page 21, stage 12 

Km. Route indication Extra information 

- Follow the road after the R.P. Euroweg 

0,2 Turn left into the exit just before the roundabout  Europaweg 

- Turn left directly onto the unpaved road  
 

1,3 At the end of the road turn left across the bridge and 
turn right at the next paved road 

Vossenbult. 

 
Pagina 31, etappe 24/25 

Afst. Route indication Extra information 

0,1 Na ‘Kwik-Fit”, take the first street on your right Boddenkampstraat 

0,4 Cross the big road (Boddenkampsingel) 
 

0,1 Turn right at the first street Wijbo Fijnjestraat 

- Turn left at the first street Boddenkamplaan 

0,1 Turn left at the first street R.J. SchimmelPennickstraat 

0,1 Turn right at the first street Boddenkampstraat 

0,1 Turn right at the end of the road, and go 
directly left 

Minister de Savorin 
Lohmanlaan 

 
 

Page 42 & 43, Car route Stage 10 & 11: 

The roadmap for R.P. 11 in page 42 is incorrect. After the roundabout drive straight ahead 
on the Guldenweg and do not turn right on the Markenweg. Then park as instructed by 
the organization. 


